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Abstract
This paper proposes a concept of linked participatory
sensing, called LiPS, that divide a complex sensing task
into small tasks and link each other to optimize social
resource allocation. Recently participatory sensing have
been spreading, but its sensing tasks are still very simple
and easy for participants to deal with (e.g. Please input
the number of people standing in a queue. etc.) . To
adapt to high-level tasks which require specific skills such
as those in engineering, the medical profession or
authority such as the organizer of the event, we need to
optimize social resource allocation because the number of
such professionals are limited. To achieve the complex
sensing tasks efficiently, LiPS enables to divide a complex
sensing task into small tasks and link each other by
assigning proper sensors. LiPS can treat physical sensors
and human as hybrid multi-level sensors, and task provider
can arrange social resource allocation for the goal of each
divided sensing task. In this paper, we describe the design
and development of the LiPS system. We also
implemented an in-lab experiment as the first prototype of
hybrid sensing system and discussed the model of further
system through users’ feedback.
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Introduction
Recent progress of mobile devices such as smartphones
enable human to leverage their perception ability as a part
of sensing framework. This sensing framework is so called
participatory sensing[6] . In participatory sensing, task
provider can define a sensing task. Current participatory
sensing tasks are very simple and easy for participants to
achieve (e.g. Please input the number of people standing
in a queue. , Please take a photo of the weather today
etc.) . We consider participatory sensing can extend for
high-level sensing tasks which can be achieved by people
who have specific skills such as those in engineers, the
medical professions or authorities such as the organizer of
the city event. However, since the number of such skilled
people is limited, it is necessary to allocate them to
appropriate tasks which has high-priority for sensing.

We can find the example of optimized human resource
allocation in a hospital; sensing a pulse of a patient by a
physical sensor and when the physical sensor detects
unusual data, the system would call a nurse. Then, the

nurse would come to see and check. If the nurse still
could not solve the problem by herself, the nurse would
immediately call a doctor, who is a professional in the
medical field. Then the doctor would attach additional
physical sensors or call another doctor. In that situation, a
physical sensor works as level 1 sensor to get simple
quantitative data, a nurse works as level 2 sensor to get
qualitative data, and a doctor who is a medical profession
works as level 3 sensor, giving their task to other sensor.
After each sensor fulfills their role and their task need to
level up, each sensor can give their task to other sensor,
because the tasks and the sensors related to the event are
all linked. Because the number of such professional is
limited, a doctor can not see a specific patient all the
time. Therefore, a doctor would not be called before a
physical sensor or a nurse call for help, except doctors’
round visits and so on. Similarly, social resource,
especially people who have specific skills or authority, are
limited and do not have enough time to deal with a task.
To reduce the labor of people and such professionals and
use their time effectively, we need to optimize social
resource allocation. To achieve that, we divide a sensing
task into small tasks and link each other by assigning
proper sensors. We call this concept as linked
participatory sensing (LiPS).

Figure1 shows the concept of linked participatory sensing.
A task provider can define any sensing task such as safety
management in a train station and understanding a
situation in a shopping mall (e.g. clearance, congestion
degree, feelings of customers, suspicious object detection
etc.).
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Figure 1: Concept of linked participatory sensing.

One sensing task can be divided into some mutiple tasks,
and a task provider can decide which sensor to use for
achieving a goal of each small task. We treat physical
sensors and humans as hybrid multi-level sensors. For
example, we use a physical sensor to complete level 1 task
in figure1, but we can replace them with other sensors
according to circumstances. Divided small tasks are all
linked, and if a previous sensor fulfilled a role and detects
a certain situation which requires further detail sensing,
the next sensor would start to work. For example, physical
sensors can get quantitative information, but they can not
get qualitative information which requires a human
perception to get(e.g. atmosphere, state, context of the
situation). In this way, by dividing one sensing task into
small tasks and linking them, we can optimize social
resource allocation, and sense the complex task efficiently
and reasonably.

Our contributions in this position paper are as follows:

• Presenting LiPS, which divides a complex task into
small tasks, links each of those to optimize social
resource allocation and manages the divided tasks.

• Implementing and evaluating the first prototype of
hybrid sensing system with people and physical
sensor

• Indicating guidelines for design about further
applications for participatory sensing integrated with
physical sensors

Sensing Task Examples with LiPS System
Table1 presents sensing task examples with LiPS. In this
example, physical sensors are used as level 1 sensor for
getting quantitative data such as illuminance,
temperature, noise, acceleration and so on. In addition,
people as level 2 sensor are linked to level 1 sensor for
getting qualitative data such as atmosphere, state,
context of the situation. The sensing tasks, such as
understanding a situation in a shopping mall(e.g.
clearance, congestion degree, feelings of customers,
suspicious object detection etc.), traffic conditions, safety
management and public management property are defined
by task providers. Task providers should be able to
arrange social resource to each small task whenever it
likes. For social resource, we can use not only stationary
physical sensors, people and professionals but also web
sensors(e.g. analyzing twitter/foursquare/facebook data
to watch a situation), movable physical sensors( e.g.
attached on cars and trains) and so on.

About the situation in shopping mall, the professional
would be sanitary engineer, manager of shopping mall, or
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Table 1: Sensing task examples with LiPS system

Sensing task Level 1 task Level 2 task Level 3 task

Situation in
shopping mall

Existence of a person,
Weight of trash can

Clearance, Congestion degree,
Feelings,

Suspicious object detection

Flow of people in shopping mall,
Detailed information about clearance

and safety of people

Row of buses,taxies Existence of a person
Congestion information,

Waiting time

Flow of bus/taxi services,

Buses/taxies allocation and
location information

Usages of
a meeting room Door,Illuminance Trends in use

Detailed information about clearance,
usages

The context of
trash can

Illuminance
Weight Contents

Clearance,
Suspicious object detection

Public property
e.g. a streetlight Illuminance Electricity failure Detailed condition for repairs

security guard. At first, if physical sensors detect existence
of people, the system would ask people about clearance,
congestion degree, their feelings or any suspicious object.
Then, if something happened in the actual place,
professionals would take a real action to solve the problem
in real time. For traffic conditions such as rows of buses
and taxies, by using physical sensors, we can detect the
existence of people but we can not get detailed
information such as how a line is moving forward, how
many people are standing in line and so on. Therefore, we
ask users to get specific congestion information and tell
manager,security guard or bus/taxi drivers. Sensors can
be used for usages of meeting room which we can detect
if a door is open or not by an acceleration sensor, and if
the light is on or not by an illuminance sensor. If some
sort of change was found by physical sensors like comings
and goings and beginnings of meetings, then we ask users
to report status of use, how many people is precisely in
the room, and when the meeting would be finished.
Usages of rooms can be shared by a group and room

managers. This is not only for meeting room, but also for
class room, institute and any event. Sensors also can be
used in the context of trash can, if we put an illumination
sensor or a sensor that can detect weight, users would be
asked to report about contents in the trash can when
someone throws away trash. Collected information can be
useful for a sanitary engineer to comprehend surrounding
environment. Moreover, those used in public property, for
example an illumination sensor on a streetlight, we can
detect whether a streetlight is on or not when it is dark.
Users would check if a streetlight was not on for some
reason even when it is dark. If an electricity failure was
detected, an administrative bureau could go check and fix
it. Various application examples could be considered
besides these given examples.

Related work
Related work can be mainly classified into three domains:
integrated architecture for sensor networks and
participatory sensing, research on assigning participatory
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sensing tasks to each proper sensor, and tools for task
setting and facilitation of providing tasks. We review each
of these areas below.

Integrated architecture for sensor networks and participa-
tory sensing
For example, Suelo[11] is an assisted sensing system. It
actively requests the help of a human when necessary to
validate, calibrate, repair, or replace sensors because many
soil sensors are inherently fragile and often produce invalid
or uncalibrated data. On the other hand, LiPS value
participatory sensing tasks by physical sensors and we try
to optimize sensing environment to reduce the human
cost. Moreover in Suelo, they request the help of a human
to complement sensing by physical sensors, but in LiPS we
use physical sensors to complement sensing by people.

Assigning participatory sensing tasks
There are some researches on assigning participatory
sensing tasks to suitable people by a proper way. As an
example of a proper way, incentive mechanisms for
smartphone collaboration in data acquisition and
distributed computing[8] uses game theory to consider the
most suitable reward for participation. To achieve
participatory sensing tasks, they predict users’ decision
making and suggest a reward price for clients. However,
these researches are subjective valuing. By using physical
sensors, we valued participatory sensing tasks in an
objective way and it will be the new guideline for future
applications.

Tools for task setting and facilitation of providing tasks
There are many researches in tools or systems for task
setting and facilitation of providing tasks to build an
application for participatory sensing, such as sensr[9],
medusa [10] and prism[7]. However, these are thoroughly
for participatory sensing system. Our research

implemented the same platform that works for
participatory sensing and sensor networks. We built a
system that could reduce a user’s load for setting a task
and provide information easily.

In contrast to these existing works, we focused on
multiple tasks while existing researches target only one
task. We assume the situation where many complicated
tasks exists in the future. To optimize sensing
environment and reduce the human cost, we provide a
flexible sensing method by combining physical sensors and
variously skilled human as hybrid multi-level sensors.

System architecture of LiPS
We designed an integrated architecture for sensor
networks and participatory sensing to link each sensor.
XMPP[5] is the general term for protocol, client and
server of open-source instant messenger based on XML.
The specifications of XMPP is all open to the public and
one of the characteristics is that only if you had your
domain and server, you could start your own XMPP
server. Moreover, XMPP has a strong security and is very
flexible because XEP(XMPP Extension Protocol) is
offered. XEP is the specification of various extensions for
such as group chat and video chat. In our architecture, we
used publish-subscribe extension[4] of XEP. Using
publish-subscribe extension, we can publish sensor data
from both physical sensors and participatory sensing to a
virtual event node which is defined as a task. Also, we
can subscribe to published information easily. When
application use sensor data from both physical sensors and
users, it is not so important for the application whether
sensor data is gathered from physical sensors or users. For
the application, it would be enough if it could get only tbe
necessary information, so it is desirable that we get sensor
data by same way of access and API. Therefore, in our
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architecture, we used publish-subscribe extension that can
get sensor data by the same API.

Our architecture is based on Sensor Andrew[1], which is
developed in Carnegie Mellon University. Sensor Andrew is
a middleware that can comprehensively handle sensor data
of different sensor nodes and implemented on XMPP
framework. When we use sensor data from physical
sensors and users for application, we need to know a data
format. So in our architecture as same as Sensor Andrew,
we treat a virtual event node(task) as a pair, meta node
and data node. Meta node has an information format of
sensor data of either physical sensors or participatory
sensing. For example, sensor id, unit, name and so on. In
Sensor Andrew, some units about physical sensors such as
latitude, longitude, kelvin have been already defined.
However, units about participatory sensing such as text
input, multiple selection, photos, animation and voice
input have not been defined yet so we extended
Sensor-Over-XMPP[2]. By giving a description of
definition about participatory sensing in meta node the
same as physical sensors, we can enable getting
information about a user interface dynamically and
generate suitable user interface for each task
automatically when users participate in sensing. On the
other hand, data node has information about sensor data
from physical sensors, text input and photos that users
reported about tasks. In our architecture, meta node and
data node form a pair as one event node, and we can
publish or subscribe to the event node.

Task Provider  

Task 
di�nition

Sensor
data

LiPS 

Sensing Task Analyzing Module

Sensing Task Assigning Module

Task Contributor

Sensor 
data

Sensing 
task

Sensor 
data

Sensing Task
 Manager

VS:pubsub 
node as
 Virtual Sensor

VS1 VS2 VS3

XMPP Server

Level 1 task Level 3 task...Level 2 task

Physical sensor People Professional

Task 
Create

. . . .

Figure 2: System architecture.
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Figure 2 represents a system architecture of LiPS. Task
provider defines a sensing task which includes three micro
sensing tasks. According to the task definition, LiPS
system creates pubsub nodes in XMPP server which
receive sensor data from task contributor. LiPS firstly
assign level 1 sensing task in the environment. In the
figure, the level 1 sensing task is associated to physical
sensor. When LiPS detects that a certain condition
arrises, which is ruled in task definition, in sensing task
analyzing module, LiPS assigns level 2 task in the
environment. This process is periodically repeated
according to task definition, so finally professionals will be
assigned to the sensing task. Task definition and also
sensor data from each task contributor is written in XML
format as extended Sensor-Over-XMPP format.Screen of publishing a task

Sun SPOT

Acieving a sensing
task about a meeting 
room(Participatnt)

Meeting room（SSLab)

The number of people

Event contents

The end 
expected time

Comment

Screen of publishing a task

Sun SPOT

Acieving a sensing
task about a meeting 
room(Participatnt)

Meeting room（SSLab)

The number of people

Event contents

The end 
expected time

Comment

Figure 3: Early prototype
implementation.

Early Prototype Implementation and Pilot Study
As a early prototype of our system, we implemented a
simple system which enables task provider to deploy a
sensing task in the environment as two divided small
tasks. These divided sensing tasks can be linked and
carried out by both physical sensor and human. As a pilot
study with implemented system, we focused to detect a
context of meeting room. As a Level 1 sensor, a physical
sensor (a three-axis acceleration sensor on SunSpot[3]),
which is attached to the door of the meeting room,
detects opening/closing status of the door. If the system
detects the door moving, it fires Level 2 sensing task
which asks people to report the meeting rooms’ situation
such as the number of people in the room, event
contents, the events’ expected end time and a comment
through Android application (see Figure3). We also
carried out a pilot study of implemented system to
confirm how people achieve their sensing task by
combining the task based on linked sensing task by a
physical sensor. For the pilot study, sixteen individuals

belonging to our laboratory were recruited and the study
ran for a three day span. If a task was needed to update,
users were notified by vibration to participate in sensing.
The context reported by all users was also available to
browse on Twitter, to understand present usage of the
meeting room through popular service.

As a result, the number of contributions for sensing tasks
in three days was 48 in total. Of those, we have got 18
posts for the first day, 17 posts for the second day and 13
posts for the third day. The minimum was 0 times, the
maximum was 12 times and 8 people posted 1 time or 2
times. After the door opening/closing was detected at
least once, it sometimes took 2 or 3 hours to update, but
most of the contributions were updated within 15
minutes. 16 events during 11am to 23pm were detected
by users’ post and there was 1 event that could not be
detected. We did not consider the hours in the middle of
the night after the meeting room use was finished on that
day. As a study, the number of the contributions differs
among respective users considering that the minimum is 0
and the maximum is 12, but the detected events covered
almost all of the events. In the future we will get more
users’ cooperation and try to reduce the achievement time
of the task. Furthermore, the needed time for
contributions depended on each task so when the number
of tasks are increased, it would be necessary to sort the
tasks based on the urgency of update.

We also carried out a questionnaire survey to participants.
About attaching physical sensor to the door as level 1
sensor, all people answered that it was suitable to see the
status if the door of the meeting room is opening/closing.
However, about the timing of requesting people to report,
many people answered neutral and the reason was “Too
many changes.” As a study, it sometimes impose a load
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on a user because of too much detection including picking
up a baggage, food and drink. It was not enough to see if
the door was opening/closing, so we have to think about
adopting various physical sensors. In the future we will
use various physical sensors to value to satisfy the user
needs. For example, using an illumination sensor to detect
the ON/OFF of the light. About motivation of a user to
participate, more than half of the users answered that
their motivation raised. The reason was as follows: “I
want to adopt the application if a contribution to tasks is
not a big burden on me,” “It was good to see my posts
and the other posts on Twitter,” “It was easy for everyone
to participate,” “My motivation raised because
information that I wanted to get could be acquired by this
system.” Also more than half of the users answered that
their opportunity to participate in sensing was increased
by our system. The reason were “I had not usually cared
about participating before the experimentation,” “By
valuing and visualizing I am sure that there were more
opportunities to participate than voluntary contribution.”
As a result, we found that linked small tasks can optimize
sensing environment by using a physical sensor when
people did not have to get involved in sensing. Though
we have to think about which sensor to allocate for each
proper task, we could understand the situation of the
meeting room, by combining the task based on linked
sensing task by physical sensor and human resource. In
the future, we will adopt more physical sensors and see a
result from long-range experiment.

Conclusion and future work
Recently participatory sensing have been spread, but its
sensing tasks are still very simple and easy for participants
to deal with. To adopt high-level tasks which require
specific skills such as in engineering, the medical
profession or authority such as the organizer of the event,

we need to optimize social resource allocation because the
number of such professionals are limited. To achieve the
complex sensing tasks efficiently, we proposed a concept
of linked participatory sensing, called LiPS, that divide a
complex sensing task into small tasks and link each other
to optimize social resource allocation. Using our
architecture, we can make various sensing environment as
we showed in the sensing task examples, being able to use
both inside and outside. In this work, we implemented
and evaluated the first prototype of hybrid sensing system
with people and physical sensor. As a result, we found
that linked small tasks can optimize sensing environment
by using a physical sensor when people did not have to
get involved in sensing. In this way, by allocating social
resource to each proper sensing task, task provider can
sense more complex environment that we could not do so
in participatory sensing in the past. As a preliminary
examination, it was good to get the users’ feedback, but
the sensing task of the meeting room was too simple.
Therefore, we have to extend our experiment using more
complex sensing tasks which can prove LiPS architecture
and see how each sensor can work and link each other for
a long span. In addition to sensing task examples with
LiPS system which we described in this paper, we will
think about sensing tasks that not only task providers but
also physical sensors and general people can divide and
assign thier small sensing tasks.
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